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Abstract. A theoretical model with electron-phonon and anharmonic interactions is
proposed to explain the two-phonon mode observed in the Raman spectra of layered
transition metal dichalcogenides, which exhibit charge density wave (¢DW) phase transition.
The phonon self-energy, which involves the electron response function and the two-phonon
Green's function, is calculated using the double-time Green's function formalism. It is shown
that in these low-dimensional systems there exists an anharmonicity-mediated two-phonon
mode in the phonon spectral function both in the normal and in the cDw phases. In the normal
phase since the phonon Raman scattering proceeds through a single optic phonon the
calculations are carried out for zero wave vector and hence the contribution of the electron
response function to the self-energy vanishes. On the other hand explicit evaluation of the twophonon Green's function shows that the frequency of the two-phonon mode is twice that of the
Kohn anomaly phonon and decreases with decreasing temperature. The strength of the twophonon peak is found to be comparable to that of the original optic phonon. In the cow phase
the phonon which enters into the Raman scattering is taken to be the one with the CDW wave
vector Q, which when zone-folded becomes equivalent to zero wave vector. The evaluation of
the electron response function in this phase generates a phonon corresponding to the CDWamplitude mode. The two-phonon Green's function is assumed to be of similar form as in the
normal phase. The spectral function evaluated at zero temperature shows a weak two-phonon
peak besides the prominent CDw-amplitude mode. Numerical results are presented for the
system 2H-NbSe 2 and are found to be in qualitative agreement with the experimental data.
Keywords. Two-phonon modes; layered compounds; Raman scattering; charge density
waves; anharmonicity; electron-phonon interaction; Kohn anomaly.
PACS No. 63-20, 78-30

1. Introduction
In certain transition metal compounds strong two-phonon modes have been observed
(Klein 1982a) by Raman scattering. Among these are one class of compounds like the
transition metal carbides (Wipf et al 1981) and nitrides (Spengler and Kaiser 1976)
which have rock-salt structure. However, the compounds showing most spectacular
two-phonon modes are the transition metal dichalcogenides, which have layered
structure, exist as different polytypes, and exhibit charge density wave (CDW) phase
transitions (Wilson et al 1975). We briefly summarize some of the properties (pertinent
to the observed two-phonon mode) of these transition metal dichalcogenides. The 1T
polytypes of these compounds do not exist in the normal phase whereas the 2Hpolytypes are found in the normal phase at room temperature and undergo CDW
transitions at lower temperatures. The transition temperatures for 2H-NbSe2 and
TaSe2 are respectively 33 K and 120 K. In these systems the phase transition is driven
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by the partial softening (Kohn anomaly) of LA phonons near a wave vector q
= ( 2 / 3 ) F M in the basal plane of the hexagonal Brillouin zone. From the neutron
scattering measurements of Moncton et ai (1977) the frequencies of the Kohn anomaly
phonon for 2H-TaSe2 are known to be 58 cm- 1 at 300 K and 37 cm- 1 at 122 K. In the
normal phase, the most intense feature in the 300 K Raman spectra of 2H-NbSe 2
(Tsang et al 1976; Sooryakumar et al 1981) is the broad two-phonon peak at 180 cmin Alg spectrum and 175 cm- ~ in the E20 spectrum. These peaks soften to 160 and
150 cm- ~respectively at 100 K. Similar two-phonon Raman peaks are also observed in
2H-TaSe2 (Smith et al 1976; Steigmeier et al 1976; Sugai and Murase 1982) near
135 cm- ~ at room temperature which softens as temperature decreases. The frequencies of these two-phonon peaks are found to be approximately twice those of the Kohn
anomaly phonons and show strong softening with decreasing temperature. This is a
prelude to the CDW phase transition. The measurements show that the two-phonon
peaks also persist below the CDW transition. However in this phase the frequency
hardens (Sugai and Murase 1982) with decreasing temperature.
The first attempt to provide a theoretical explanation of the two-phonon Raman
mode was due to Maladague and Tsang (1978). They considered the contribution of the
phonon-assisted electronic light scattering process to the two-phonon Raman amplitude, and succeeded in demonstrating that the matrix element of the scattering process
is proportional to the electronic polarizability. Normally the two-phonon Raman
scattering, being a higher order process, the associated intensities are expected to be
weak. However for low-dimensional systems the electronic-polarizability develops a
singularity at the wave-vector 2k r which in turn results in the enhancement of the
intensity of the two-phonon Raman line (the two-phonons having wave vectors + 2k r
and - 2k r respectively). Since the same singularity also enters into the phonon .selfenergy giving rise to the Kohn anomaly, the enhancement of the two-phonon Raman
amplitude will depend on the magnitude of the Kohn anomaly. Klein (1981) has
generalized these ideas and given a formal derivation of the Raman scattering
amplitude using Kawabata's (1971) Green's function formalism, in which the twophonon contribution comes from the evaluation of the four-vertex function to second
order. Recently Nagaosa and Hanamura (1984) have given detailed description of
Raman and infrared spectra of transition metal dichalcogenides in the cow state in
terms of hybridization and multiphonon processes in which condensed phonons
participate. They also use the Maldague-Tsang mechanism for two-phonon modes.
In the present paper we provide an alternative explanation ofthe two-phonon modes
observed in the layered compounds. It is well known that in low-dimensional
conductors strong electron-phonon interaction is responsible for the pronounced
Kohn anomaly and subsequent CDWformation. The CDW state is always accompanied
by a distortion of the lattice (Friend and Jerome 1979; Klein 1982a) which indicates that
these systems are highly anharmonic. The importance of anharmoncity in these systems
(the layered compounds in particular) in the context of Raman scattering has been
emphasized by Nagaosa and Hanamura (1982, 1984) and Klein (1982b). These authors
invoke the presence of a cubic anharmonic term in order to explain the observed c o w
amplitude and phase modes in these compounds. Rietschel (1974) also showed that for
one-dimensional systems cubic and quartic anharmonicities exhibit pronounced
resonance structure around the q-point where Kohn anomaly occurs. In these materials
the Raman scattering mechanism can be described as follows: an incident photon
excites an electron-hole pair which in turn can couple to an optic phonon through
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electron-phonon interaction. This phonon might decay to two-phonons of equal and
opposite wave vectors via cubic anharmonicity giving rise to a two-phonon peak in the
phonon spectral function (Behera and Samsur 1981). This two-phonon peak can carry
the signature of the Kohn-anomaly phonon if the two wave-vectors are _+2k r, and can
be seen by light scattering. Moreover, since the scattering proceeds through a onephonon process, the relative intensity in this case is expected to be higher than in a twophonon process. Hence we consider a model system with electron-phonon and
anharmonic interactions and calculate the phonon self-energy using the double time
Green's function technique (Zubarev 1960). We show that in these low-dimensional
systems an anharmonicity-mediated two-phonon peak exists both above and below the
cow transition and exhibits the characteristic energy and temperature dependence of
the observed Raman mode.
The problem is formulated in § 2 and the phonon self-energy is evaluated for (i) the
normal and (ii) the cDw phases. Section 3 is devoted to the analysis of the phonon
spectral function for the above two cases. We conclude in § 4 with a discussion of the
relevance of our results to the Raman scattering observations in layered compounds.
2. Theory
We consider a model system with the Hamiltonian

H = H e + H p + H ~ _ p + H a,

(la)

H,, = ~, eiC~oCko

(Ib)

where
ko

describes free electrons, Cko(C~,) being the annihilation (creation) operator for an
electron with momentum k and spin o having energy ek,

Hp = ~ co, b)qb,

(Ic)

is the free phonon Hamiitonian, bq (bq*)being the corresponding operators for phonons
with wave vector q and frequency oJ~,

A~
He- o = g ~ Ck+qoCk,,
)

(Id)

qka

denotes the electron-phonon-interaction with coupling constant g,

H a=0( ~ Aq, A~Aq,

(le)

qtq2q3

describes the cubic anharmonic interaction, whose strength is given by the parameter ~,
and
Aq = bq+b*__q
B~ = b ~ - b ~_q
(If)
are respectively the qth Fourier components of the displacement and momentum of
phonons. We shall implicitly assume the presence of a quartic anharmoni¢ term as well
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in (1e) for stability considerations, but ignore it in the rest of the calculations keeping in
mind the fact that in the lowest order approximation the quartic term modifies the
harmonic frequency oJq providing a temperature-dependence to it.
Since we are interested in the phonon Raman scattering in layered compounds, we
calculate the phonon Green's function which is defined as (Zubarev 1960)

Dqa.(t -t') - << A,(t); A~. (t') >>
= - iO(t -t') ([Aq(t). A~. (t')] >.

(2)

The Fourier-transformed equation of motion for Dqq.evaluated for the system defined
by Hamiltonian (1) becomes

Oqq, ((.19) = (~qq. ( ( o , / n ) [ ~ o

2 - O~q~

- ~Eq((/)) I - i

(3)

the phonon self-energy Y-~(to) being

~ll (03) = 4~(/)11[ (30(/~) ~ < Aq > Jr g2 ~ ill((33) -I- q0(2 rill ((/))
q

(4)

"1- 3~0( ( r"q ((2)) -t--r; (o)))],
where < A~ > is the thermal average of the displacement operator Aq,

~(o9) =

~

<<C~_qo(t)Ch,(t); C,,+q,:

(t')C~,,.(t') >>~,

(5)

ko, k" o"

is the electron response function,

Fq(Og)= ~.

(< A qt (t)A q, (t); Aq,(t')Aq,(t')>>~,

(6)

qt • . • q,

is the two-phonon Greens function with q = ql + q2 and

r'0((o) --

y.

(<cL~,(t)c~°(O; aq,(t')aq,

(t') >>~,

(7)

((Aq,(t)Aq,(t); Ck+q.(t)Ck.(t) >>,~

(8)

ka, ql q2

r~((o) =

~

t

*

s

ka, qlq2

are the mixed response functions. The phonon spectrum will depend on the twoparticle Green's functions X, F, F' and F" which will have different features in the
normal and in the cDw phases and hence should be evaluated separately. However, as
can be seen from (7) and (8) the mixed Green's functions F and F" will contribute only
in higher orders in the coupling constants g and 0( as compared to X and F. Hence in
evaluating the phonon self-energy we neglect F' and F".
As mentioned in § 1 the scattering ofelectromagnetic radiation proceeds through the
excitation of electron-hole pairs which in turn excite phonons via electron-phonon
coupling. Thus the single phonon excitation associated with the Raman scattering
process has to involve a phonon with zero wave vector. Hence ultimately the phonon
self-energy and consequently the quantities Xq(co) and Fq(co) need to be evaluated for
q=0.
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2.1 The normal phase
At high temperatures the layered compounds are in the normal metallic phase for which
( A q ) = 0. Hence the phonon self-energy is determined by X~(co) and Fq(co). For
obtaining the self-energy to lowest order in ~ and g we need to evaluate the electron
response function Zq(co) only for free electrons which is given by

x°(co) = E n,_,.-,,,ko co +

(9)

F'k - q - - ~ k "

where
nko -= ( C~,, Ck~ ) = [exp (fl~k) + 1 ] - 1

(10)

is the Fermi function. As is well known in the case of metals X° (co) is responsible for the
Kohn anomaly observed at q = 2k e (k F being the Fermi wave vector) in the phonon
dispersion curve. In low-dimensional systems (due to nesting of the Fermi surface)
X°(co) gives rise to the giant Kohn anomaly where the q = 2k F phonon shows
pronounced softening on lowering the temperature resulting in the instability of the
lattice and the consequent Peierls-Frbhlic transition (Toombs 1978) to the CDW state.
On the other hand, in order to incorporate temperature-dependence of two-phonon
modes, we have to calculate the two-phonon Green's function F~(co)in the presence of
electron-phonon interaction using the Hamiltonian given by (la) without the
anharmonic term. On carrying out the calculation to lowest order in the coupling
constants ~tand g and keeping in mind the fact that ultimately our interest lies in Raman
scattering where only the q = 0 (i.e. q2 = - q t ) phonon is involved, we obtain
ro (co) = - 4co
-

coqN

1~

qt

[co(co2-4co~,)-2g2coq,{4co,t~l)(co)

+ (co2 + 4 to,I, ) X(q2) (co)}] - t

(11)

with
z~ ' ) ( c o ) = E

ka

x~, ~ (co) = ~

(n~_ q¢ - n~¢) (co + t k - q - ~ )
(co+
_~,)'
,
,

(12)

n ~ _ . - n~.
(co + ~k- o -- ~ ) ' - co~'

03)

~k - q

- - 0)~1

and
Nq = 2vq + 1,

04)

v~ = [¢xp (flcoq) - 1 ] - 1

(is)

where

is the Bose function. The details of the derivation of (11) and the approximations
involved therein are given in Appendix-A.
The substitution of X°(co) and Fq(co) in (4) gives the phonon self-energy Y.q(co).
However, as pointed out earlier the Raman scattering process involves only the q -- 0
phonon, for which X°(co) vanishes as can be seen from (9) and hence Y-o(co) is entirely
given by F o (co).
So far, the fact that the systems under consideration have low-dimensionality has not
been invoked explicitly. For these systems the electronic spectrum possesses electronhole symmetry and the Fermi surface exhibits nesting property when translated by a
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wave vector Q( = +2kp) i.e.,

(16)

ek±e = -e~"

The nesting is perfect for one-dimensional systems, whereas for two-dimensional
systems it is satisfied only along certain directions of the wave vectors. In view of the
importance of the wave vector Q, the sum over qt in (11)can be divided into two parts,
(i) the region with wave vectors + Q and (ii) the rest of the ql space. Again it is well
known that for wave vectors other than Q the effect of the electron-phonon interaction
is only to produce a small shift in the phonon frequency. Hence the contribution of the
electron-phonon interaction can be neglected in the term with ql ¢ Q- This approximation is similar to the one used by Bilbro and Mc Millan (1976) for AI5 compounds.
With this we can write (11) as
4I
3 x 2o9o9¢N¢
Fo(o9) = ~ _ co(o92 _ 4o9~t)_ 202o9 ~ { 4o9X~ ) (co)+ (o92 + 4o9~)Z~)(o9) }
coq~Nq,

]

(17)

+ q~Q(O92__4Og~,)~"

The factors 2 and 3 in the first term are included because of the fact that the
contributions of + Q and - Q are same and that there are three equivalent directions
along which nesting is satisfied in the case of layered compounds: the transition metal
dichalcogenides (Klein 1982a).
The evaluation of X~)(og) and X~)(og) can be carried out in the usual static
approximation (i.e. o9 = 0) and neglecting ogq in the denominators of (12) and (13)
(which is justified since the phonon frequencies are very small compared to any
structure in the electronic energy spectrum). Thus using the nesting property
(equation (16)) we have

X(Q')(og)~X(~)(O)= -N(O) fa, d tanh(#e/2)=2N(O)ln~l.__~_~8)
/ kay
-

Es

(18)
and ;~(~)(co) = 0 (odd integral), where N (0) is the electron density of states at the Fermi
level and the cut-off E B determines the region around the Fermi level within which
nesting property holds good.
In order to evaluate the integral in the second term of (I 7) explicitly we approximate
Nq, by an average Nq. Since we are interested in q~ values around Q we can assume
Nq~ ~ N e = coth (~o9~/2)
and use the Debye dispersion for ogq. When the resultant expression along with (18) is
substituted in (17), the phonon self-energy becomes

(19a)

Y'o(CO) = 36~a2cooFo(~)
= 432a2o9o coth ( _ ~ )

{ co2 2o9¢

-4~(T)

1
8o9o[
1+ ~1 (~-~)2In(1 -4 (~)-2)] } '

(19b)
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where too is the Debye frequency, too is the frequency of the q = 0 Raman-active
phonon, ogQthe frequency of the original (unperturbed) acoustic phonon at q = Q and
t~e is the usual Kohn anomaly phonon (soft mode) frequency given by
f ~ (T) = sog~ In (T/Tp)

(20)

with the dimensionless coupling constant
s = 402N (O)/ogQ

(20a)

and the Peierls transition temperature
Tr = l'14Eak~ 1 e x p ( - 1/s).

(20b)

Equation (20b) is obtained from the condition that at T~ the soft mode frequency goes
to zero. It is obvious from (19b) that the phonon self-energy has a pole around 2f~ e.
This would appear as a two-phonon peak in the phonon spectral function with
frequency twice that of the Kohn anomaly phonon and (according to (20)) will show
strong softening with decreasing temperature. The self-energy has also a logarithmic
singularity at o9 = 2o9o. Since oge "" ogo, this will more or less superpose with the 2fl~
peak and hence provide a width to it in the phonon spectral function. Thus it appears
that the characteristics of this anharmonicity-mediated two-phonon mode would be
similar to the one observed in the Raman scattering experiment.

2.2

The cow phase

The low-dimensional systems undergo Peierls transition on lowering the temperature
below Tr In this state electrons and holes having the same spin but different wave
vectors k and k + Q are correlated so that the Q th component of the electronic charge
density p0 ( = - e)-" ( Ck+eoCi°
t
) ) acquires a finite value. This leads to a periodic
ko

modulation of the charge density with the wave vector Q accompanied by a static lattice
distortion which opens up a gap in the electronic energy spectrum at the Fermi level
along the direction of Q. Thus the COW instability gives rise to a displacive phase
transition wherein phonons of wave vector + Q (the Kohn anomaly phonons) condense
and execute new quasi-harmonic vibrations about the displaced positions. These new
phonons are the so-called CDw-amplitude modes (CDW-AM)which appear at q = 0 in the
zone-folded spectrum, and thus acquire Raman activity. Since these modes originate
from the Kohn anomaly phonons their frequencies are much less compared to those of
the normal optic phonons of the system. As mentioned in § 1, the Raman spectra of the
layered compounds in the cow-phase also show broad features identified as twophonon modes besides the CDW-AMand the normal optic phonons. The frequencies of
these two-phonon modes are around twice those of the Kohn anomaly phonons and
increase with decreasing temperature unlike their temperature-dependence in the
normal phase. These features can again be explained on the basis of anharmonic
interactions. The self-energy of the system in the CDWphase will still be given by (4);
however (A~), Xqand F~ have to be evaluated with the replacement of the free electron
term by Hco w which describes electrons in the cow state. In the meanfield approximation Hco w is given by (Balseiro and Falicov 1979)
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HCDW = Z
ko

£LC~'CLo-GoZ

ct+Q0 "CLo-G`

~

Z # Ck+Q
ot
L.o

C~.

+GoGI/2,

(21)

where

Go = 2 ~ " < Ctk+eTC k t >,

(22a)

G~ = 2 ~ <C~+et Ckt ) ,
k

(22b)

k

2 being the effective strength of the electron-electron interaction mediated by phonons
and the doubly-primed summation is over the states which satisfy the two conditions
lek-rr[<co,

and

lek+~-er[<c°o-

(23)

The quantities Go and GI are related to the energy gap in the electron spectrum.
The electron response function X~(co)evaluated with Hcv w becomes
1
~(,(co) = ~ ~ { [co 2 - E~ (k, q)] ['co2 - E 2_ (k, q)]} -1
ka

x { ~bo (k, q) [ (ca + eL + ek-,) ((co - e~_ ~)2 _ E~ )
- (co - ~L- ~,_q)G~_ ~ - ~ (k, q)Gd(co - eL-,)" - E~ + G~_~]
- ~2 (k, q)Gk-~[(co + ek)2 -- E~_~ + G~'I
- 2co~a (k, q) Gh Gh- q},

(24)

where
= ~ Go + GI

Gk

( Go

(if condition (23) is satisfied)
(otherwise),

(25)

E~ = e~ + G ~ ,

(26)

E + (k, q) = Ek _ Ek- ~,

(27)

Oo(k, q) = nL-qo - nko,

(28a)

~bl (k, q) = ( C~_~o C k_q_eo ) - ( Ctk~Ck-Qa >'

(28b)

dp2 (k, q) = ( C~_q+¢o CL-qo > - < C~÷Qo Cko >,

(28C)

dpa(k, q) = < C~_q+Qo Ck~q_Qo > -- ( C~+QoCk_Qo >.

(28d)

In deriving (24) as well as in what follows we use the nesting property (equation (16))
and assume that k _+2Q = k. The equal time correlation functions nk¢ and (Ct,¢ Ck_e,>
which can be calculated by evaluating the single-particle electron Green functions in the
CDW phase are given by
nLo=~ 1 - ~ t a n h ~

,

(29)
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G~
/~Ek
( C*k°Ck-Q° ) =-~kk tanh 2

(30)

and

The expression for ~(~(co) as given by (24) is valid for any q. However, as pointed out
earlier, Raman scattering requires q = 0. But in the CDW state the wave vector Q is a
reciprocal lattice vector which when zone-folded coincides with the zone-centre, q = 0.
Hence in the low temperature phase we choose q = Q for the analysis of the phonon
Raman spectrum. In this special case
Gk_ Q =

Gk,

Ek and

Ek_ Q =

E_ (k, Q) = 0,

and (24) reduces to
RbT.

1

~k[to (to + 2ek) - 8Gk2] tanh ~ k
g .

trto k

(31)

E k(m" -- 4Ek2)

Since E k is an even function of ek,

e~ tanh flEk
2

2N(O) FEB
= - -

j

de~ Ek(o~2 -- 4E~)'

(31a)

_ EB

which when evaluated at zero-temperature becomes
N (0) [ (4G 2 - to2) 1/2

ZQ(o)) = T

[_

m

o

tan- 1 (4G 2 _ co2)1/2 - In

.

(32)

The cut-off E Bdetermines the energy range within which nesting property holds good.
Moreover it has been assumed that Go = G~ = G/2 (2G being the CDW energy gap) and
that E B >> G. Equation (32) clearly shows that the phonon self-energy will have a
square-root singularity at co = 2G which will develop into the CDW amplitude mode.
In order to calculate the phonon self-energy it is further necessary to evaluate the
two-phonon Green's function Fq(o~) in the CDW state and as argued earlier for Raman
scattering we would choose q = Q which is equivalent to q = 0. To be more accurate we
should once again calculate F (co) with electron-phonon interaction where electrons are
described by HcD w. However, for simplicity, we assume that FQ(~o) in the CDw phase
would be similar to Fo (o~)in the normal phase with the Kohn anomaly phonon replaced
by the corresponding one in the cow state. Thus we have

4N~
Fe(c°)=

It

6oJQ
[o~2-4~

o~q,.
+ q,~ ÷ e ( t o 2 - 4 o ~ , ) j '

(33)

where ~Q is the frequency of the Kohn anomaly phonon in the CDWphase and is known
(Rietsche11973) to increase with lowering temperature. Hence (in analogy with (20)) for,
zero temperature we can write ~ = r/w~, r / < 1 being a constant. The first term in (33)
shows that the phonon self-energy will have a pole at 69 = 2~Q which will shift to higher
frequency with decreasing temperature and the second term will provide a width to it.
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Thus the nature of this mode will be similar to that of the experimentally observed twophonon mode in the cow phase.
Finally at low temperatures the quantity ( Aq ) will be non-zero for q = Q having a
constant value proportional to the CDW gap and will be given by ( A e ) = Gig
(Berlinsky 1979). Therefore substituting ( A e ), Xo (o9)and Fe (to) into (4) we obtain the
phonon self-energy in the ¢DW phase at zero temperature as

E Q(o9) = 4(OQ{30cG/g + g2 N (0)[ (4G2 -- - c°2)'/2

tan-

O9

O9

(4G 2 _ o92)1/2

OgQ

161o90{1+1(o9
" ) - 2 ) } "] t~' 24 1\ ~no( 1o -. ]4 (\COo/
o9

(34)

It is obvious from (34) that the phonon spectral function in the CDw phase will have
additional peaks around o) = 2G and o9 = 2[)Q corresponding to the cow amplitude
mode and the two-phonon mode respectively (besides the one around ogQ) having
similar features as observed experimentally.
3. R e s u l t s a n d d i s c u s s i o n

We have evaluated the phonon self-energy in the normal and in the cow phases. In
order to compare the results with experiments it is necessary to know the phonon
spectral function (which one measures in Raman scattering) S~(og) = 2 lm Dq(og). This
can be calculated by providing a phenomenological width Yo to the phonons with the
replacement 092 --, o92 - 2io-)yo.
3.1 Spectral function in the normal state
The phonon Green's function Dq(o9) in the normal state is obtained by substituting (19)
in (3). Hence the spectral function is given by
So (x) o~ [ , ~ x '

2~o ~ x + ~1 (x)
- 1 - Fo (x)] 2 + [2goO~ ~x + rl (x)]' '

05)

where

Fo(x) = 432t2&Qcoth(K~) -1

{

× ,~-4~ln~
~1 (x) =

with

[i

,r,e,ob, 4]}

~ 1+/,

~n- t2r3&Qx 2 c o t h ( K ~ ) -1

x = og/ogQ, ~7o = ~o/C%,

K = 2ksTp/o9 e,

;-~

(36)

for

x < 2/r

(37a)

for

x > 2/r

(37b)

d e = ogQ/o9o, ~ = T/Tp,

r = o9Q/o9o, t = ~/o9~,

(38)
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and s is as defined in (20). The dimensionless electron-phonon and anharmonic
coupling constants s and t as well as the phenomenological width ~7o are the three
parameters in the theory. On the other hand the quantities ~ , K and r can be
determined from the experimental data for a given compound.
The phonon excitation spectrum is determined from the solution of the equation
( o ~ x 2 - 1 - F o ( x ) = O,

(39)

whose roots will show up as peaks in the spectral function. It is evident from (39) and
(36) that there are three roots with frequencies around (i) x ~ o3~ t corresponding to
the bare optical phonon (ii)x -,- 2 (s In ~)t/2, corresponding to the two-phonon peak
at twice the Kohn anomaly phonon frequency and finally (iii) x ,,~ 2 / r which arises from
the logarithmic singularity at co = 2coo. It can be easily seen from (35) and (37) that the
anharmonic interaction generates an additional temperature-dependent width ~t (x) for
x < 2 / r (i.e. co < 2~oo). An approximate solution of (39) is given in Appendix-B.
We evaluate the phonon spectral function numerically for the representative system
2H-NbSe2 with the following bare values of the parameters. For this compound
coo = 230cm -1, co0 = 100cm -1, coo = l l 0 c m - t and T~ = 33 K. The values of coo
and coo are taken from the neutron scattering data (Moncton e t al 1977). The other
parameters ~7o = 0-072, s = 0-516 and t = 0-012 are chosen so as to obtain the original
Raman active phonon and the two-phonon mode around the experimentally observed
frequencies. Although the figures are plotted for 2H-NbSe2 the qualitative features will
remain the same for other layered materials (e.g. 2H-TaSe2) with appropriate changes
in the parameters.
Figure 1 shows the phonon spectral function for two different temperatures ~ = 3
and 9 (which correspond to ~ 100 K and ~ 300 K respectively). The following features
can be clearly noticed from the figure. (i) The frequencies of the two-phonon modes for
= 9 and 3 are 194 and 146 cm-~ whereas the experimental values are 180 and
1 6 0 c m - t respectively. Thus the theory explains the decrease in the two-phonon
frequency with decreasing temperature. (ii) For the above temperatures the calculated
optic phonon frequencies are 247 and 234 cm- t the experimental value being around
240 cm- 1 which is not very sensitive to temperature. (iii) The intensity of the twophonon peak at high temperature is comparable to that of the single optic phonon peak
and decreases with lowering temperature in confirmity with experimental data. This
result is of particular importance since the Maldague-Tsang mechanism for enhancing
the intensity of two-phonon mode is not invoked in the present calculation. (iv) The
intensity of the high frequency optic phonon increases with decreasing temperature
which agrees with experimental data for 2H-TaSe2 (Sugai and Murase 1982). (v)A
small dip appears at the frequency 2oJ o as expected from the logarithmic singularity
at x = 2 / r . This becomes inconspicuous at higher temperatures.
The effect of varying the parameters s and t is shown in figures 2 and 3. The spectral
function for two different values of the anharmonic interaction (t = 0.012 and 0 02) at
= 9 is plotted in figure 2. It can be clearly seen that on increasing t, (i) the frequency of
the two-phonon mode decreases and that of the optic phonon increases, (ii) the width of
the two-phonon peak increases as expected from (37) and (iii) the intensity of the single
phonon peak decreases whereas that of the two-phonon peak increases slightly. This is
natural since the two-phonon mode arises due to anharmonic interaction.
Figure 3 depicts the spectral function for two different values of the electron-phonon
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Figure 1. Phonon spectral function in the normal phase for two temperatures. The solid
curve is for 9' = 3 and the broken curve for = 9 which correspond to nearly 100 K and 300 K
respectively. The first peak in each curve is the two-phonon mode whose frequency increases
with increasing temperature. The high-frequency peak corresponds to the original optic
phonon in the system.

Figure 2. Effect of variation of anharmonic parameter on the phonon spectral function in the
normal phase. The solid curve is for t = 0.012 and the broken curve for t = 0.02. On increasing
anharmonicity the frequency of the two-phonon mode decreases whereas that of the original
optic phonon increases.
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Figure 3. Effect of changing electron-phonon coupling strength on the phonon spectral
function in the normal phase. The solidcurve is for s = 0-516and the broken curvefor s = 0.4.
On decreasing s the frequency and strength of the two-phonon mode decreases drastically
whereas there is a small change in the original optic phonon.

coupling constant (s = 0.516 and 0-4) at T = 9. It is evident from the figure that on
decreasing s, (i) the two-phonon mode frequency decreases by a large amount whereas
the optic mode frequency decreases slightly, (ii) there is a small increase in the intensity
of the optic phonon and decrease in that of the two-phonon peak, (iii) the width of the
two-phonon peak decreases and that of the optic phonon shows slight increase and (iv)
the dip at 2co o becomes more prominent with decreasing s. The pronounced change in
the two-phonon mode on varying the electron-phonon coupling is expected since it
depends on the Kohn anomaly phonon whose frequency is directly proportional to
(equation (25)).
The above qualitative features are also understood from the approximate solution of
(39) given in Appendix-B.
3.2 Spectral function in the cow state
In the CDW phase the phonon spectral function at zero temperature is obtained by
substituting (34) into (3) and is given by
2~7o~Y + ?t (Y)+Y2(Y)
S(y) oc [d2y2 _ 1 _ FI ( y ) _ F2 (y)]2 + [2~7o(~y + ~,l(y) + ~2 (y)]2,

(40)

where

+ 2 1 6 t 2 [ ( ( ~ 2 y 2 - 4 ~ ) - 1 - ~ lor ( 1 + ~ r2~Zy21n I 1

rZffa2Y
24 )]} ,

(41a)
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f

s

F2(Y ) ---

(1 __yy2)1/2 t a n -

Y

(1 __ 72)I/2

(72 _ 1)1/2
S

(72 _ 1)1/2
tanh - ~

Y
7t(Y)=

t

Y

fory<

1,

2
for 1 < Y < ~ r ,

277r

2 t2r3~2y2'
(-

72(Y)= ] 0

L

(41c)
(42)
(43a)

fory<l

27ts(y 2 - 1)t/2/y

(41b)

for

2
1 < y < ~rr'

(43b)

with

y = to/2G,

gB = Ea/toQ,

~ = 2G/toQ

and

R = ct/0,

(44)

the other quantities being the same as defined in (38). Since the two-phonon mode
frequency is expected to be less than 2to o, we do not consider the region beyond 2to o. As
usual the frequencies associated with the phonon-like excitations in the system are
given by
( ~ r 2 y 2 - - 1 - - Ft (y) - F2 (y) -- 0.
(45)
From the structure o f (41) it is expected that (45) will have four roots, (i) y ~ t~ - 1 which
corresponds to the original phonon (too) in the system (ii)y ~ 1 which is the CDw
amplitude mode having frequency around the CDW gap (2G), ( i i i ) y , , - 2 x / ~ / d
corresponding to the two-phonon mode around twice the Kohn anomaly phonon
frequency and finally (iv) y ~ 2/(rt~) which arises from the logarithmic singularity at
2to o. It is clear from (40) and (43) that the spectral function acquires an extra width
72(Y) in the region 2G < co < 2to o because of the electron-phonon-interaction in
addition to 7t (Y), the width generated by the anharmonic interaction. The additional
width will affect only the two-phonon mode and not the CDW-AMas the latter lies below
2G. Thus the two-phonon mode in the CDW state is expected to be more broadened than
in the normal state, which agrees with the experimental findings (Sugai and Murase
1982).
The spectral function in the cow state is calculated numerically for 2H-NbSe2 and
plotted in figures 4-7. The values of the different parameters used are 9o = 0-1, R = ff 13,
E 8 = 400 c m - t, 2G = 80 c m - 1 r / = 0-65, s = 0"4 and t = 0-038. The other quantities,
too, to o have the same values as in the normal phase. These values are so chosen as to
obtain agreement with the experimental data on the frequencies of COW-AM and the
two-phonon modes at zero temperature.
In figure 4 S (to) is plotted for two different values of the width parameter namely
~7o = 0.1 and 0.2. The spectral function shows three peaks. The prominent low
frequency peak is the CDW-Am which is around the experimentally observed value of
4 0 c m - t . The high frequency (178 c m - l ) peak corresponds to the two-phonon mode
whose frequency at zero temperature is expected to be nearly equal to its room
temperature value in the normal phase (figure 8 of Sugai and Murase 1982). The twophonon peak is much more broadened in the cDw phase than in the normal phase, and
is much weaker compared to the CDW-AM, which is borne out experimentally (Sugai and
Murase 1982). As pointed out earlier there should be a peak corresponding to the
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Figure 4. P h o n o n spectral function in the CDW phase at zero temperature for two values o f
the bare width. The solid curve is for ~o = 0. I and the broken curve for ~o = 0-2. The sharp low
frequency peak in each curve is the CDw-amplitude mode and the broad high frequency peak is
the two-phonon mode. The middle peak which corresponds to the original p h o n o n with wave
vector Q appears to be highly suppressed.

original phonon with frequency ~ o~, which although present in figure 4 appears to be
very much suppressed. This is because in the cow phase almost all the strength of this
phonon is transferred to the Cr)W-AM. Besides all these peaks there should also be a dip
corresponding to the logarithmic singularity at 2coo, which is rather insignificant in
figure 4.
Figure 4 also shows the effect of the variation o f the bare width ~o on the spectral
function. It is clear that increasing the width reduces the strengths of the CDW-AMand
two-phonon modes without altering their frequencies. The reduction in the strength of
the ¢DW-AM is accompanied by a small but finite increase in the strength of the original
~oQ peak. This phenomenological variation in the width can represent the effect of nonmagnetic impurities on the cDw-state, the reduction of the strength of the CDW-AM on
increasing ~o being the signature for the suppression of the cDw-state by these
impurities. This is similar to the effect of magnetic impurities on the superconducting
gap excitation mode in 2H-NbSe2 (Sooryakumar et al 1981).
The effect ofchanging the anharmonic parameter is depicted in figure 5 for t = 0-035
and 0.042. It is evident from the plots that on decreasing t, the frequency of the CDW-AM
increases while that of the two-phonon mode decreases slightly and that the width of
CDW-AM increases. This is easy to understand since according to (42), the width ~ (y)
due to anharmonicity is proportional to (ty) 2 and thus the decrease in t is overcompensated by the increase in the frequency y.
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In figure 6 we show the variation of the spectral function with the electron-phonon
coupling constant (s = 0.28 and 0.48). On decreasing s the frequency of the CDW-AM
increases drastically but the two-phonon mode frequency increases slightly. Besides,
there is a drastic reduction in the strength of the CDW-^M accompanied by a small
increase in the strengths of the original phonon (m~) and the two-phonon peaks. This is
expected since the CDW transition is driven by electron-phonon interaction.
Finally figure 7 shows how S(m) changes with the CDw gap parameter, for G = 0"8
and (Y7. It is clear from the figure that on decreasing (7, the frequency of the eDW-AM
decreases drastically, but the change in the two-phonon mode is insignificant. This is
what one should expect as the CDW-AMis a direct manifestation of the magnitude of the
gap in the electronic spectrum.

4. Conclusion

We have proposed a theory for the two-phonon modes observed in the Raman spectra
of the layered transition metal dichalcogenides. This theory is based on the presence of
anharmonic interactions in these systems. The main features of the theory are
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summarized below. There exist anharmonicity-mediated two-phonon modes both in
the normal and in the CDW phases. In the normal phase the two-phonon mode
originates from the Raman-active optic phonon which couples to light through
electron-hole excitation. In this phase the two-phonon Green's function which enters
into the phonon self-energy is evaluated explicitly in the presence of electron-phonon
interaction. It is clearly demonstrated that the frequency of the two-phonon mode is
approximately twice that of the Kohn anomaly phonon and shows the observed
temperature-dependence. Besides, the strength of the two-phonon peak in the spectral
function is found to be comparable to that of the original optic phonon which agrees
with experimental data.
In the CDw-phase the two-phonon mode is assumed to owe its origin to the phonon
with wave vector Q, which when zone-folded is equivalent to q = 0 and becomes Raman
active. In this phase the calculations are carried out for zero temperature. The twophonon Green's function is assumed to be of the same form as in the normal phase with
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the replacement of the Kohn anomaly phonon by the corresponding one in the ct)w
phase in a phenomenological manner. Besides the two-phonon Green's function, the
phonon self-energy also involves the electron response function in the CDW phase,
which is calculated explicitly and is shown to give rise to the CDW-AMphonon. Thus the
spectral function shows mainly two peaks corresponding to the CDW-AMand the twophonon mode. The latter is found to be much more broadened and weakened in
strength compared to its counterpart in the normal phase.
In both the normal and cow phases the numerical results are presented for the
prototype system 2H-NbSe2. However the qualitative features will be the same for any
other layered CDWsystem. Hence in discussing the results quite often reference is made
to the experimental data on 2H-TaSez.
We conclude the present paper by pointing out some of its shortcomings. In the
normal phase the experimentally observed two-phonon mode has a large width, but the
calculated peak in the spectral function appears to be rather sharp, although its
intensity is comparable to the optic phonons which agrees with experiments. Our
approach to the CDW phase is somewhat phenomenological. We have attributed the
origin of the two-phonon mode to the phonon with wave vector Q but ignored the
presence of the original high frequency Raman active mode in the system which was
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considered in the normal phase. We have not calculated the two-phonon Green's
function explicitly for the CDw phase and instead introduced the Kohn anomaly
phonon through the parameter r/in an ad hoc manner. Since the calculations are carried
out for zero temperature, in the CDW phase the temperature-dependence of the twophonon mode could not be studied. Besides, at very low temperatures the transition
metal dichalcogenides are known to undergo the superconducting transition which has
not been taken into account in the present calculation. A more refined calculation for
the cDw phase is in progress and will be reported elsewhere.
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Appendix-A
In order to derive equation (11) it is necessary to write down the equations of motion
for the two-phonon Green's function (equation (6)) and the other related Green's
functions for which we use the following notations
r~¢, (o~) = (( Xa, (t) Yq2(t); Aa, (t') Aq, (t')))~,,

(AI)

F~_q,,k,qz(tO) = ((C~_¢,o(t)Cko(t)Xq2(t); Aq;(t')Aq,(t')))~.

(A2)

and
where X, Ydenote either A or B and the other indices q'~,q~, a etc are suppressed for
brevity. These Green's functions have to be evaluated with electron-phonon interaction
(that is, with the Hamiltonian given by (la) except the anharmonic term) for which the
equations of motion for the electron and phonon operators are given by
dA¢
i -d-i- = w~Bq,

(A3)

i ddtBq = oaqA, + 2g ~ Ck*- ~oCk~,

(A4)

ko

and
d

~
-gY~(C ~_°+,.,c~oa,.-cL°,C~_,.oa,.).
q'

(AS)

Using equations (3) to (5) we obtain the following (Fourier-transformed) equations of
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motion for the Green's functions
(O)2 __ (.02q,

--

,4 d
to 2q2) F q,q,(to)
= C(ql q2) -I- 2toq, O.)q~F~Bq~(to)

+ 2a~(to~ r~_~,,k,~,(to)+to~, r~k_~,,k,q,(to)),
((O2__(O2q1 -- tO'2q,~'r'#~'qq,
,

(A6)

(to)-- (~(qtq2) + 2to#, toe, r~,~, (to) + 4# ~ (to~,Fl,~-~,,~,~,
(~)
ka

+ o% rLq,,,,q,(~))-2a ~ [(~,_~,- ~,)r~_~,,,,q2(~)
k°

B
+ (~k-,2_ ~,)rk_.,,,q,
(to)]- 2g: ~ [(n,o
/c¢
,48

nk_q,o)rq,q, (to)+ (nko -- nk_q,~)l'~:q~ (to)],
2
(to 2 - - to ql

2
AB
-~q2)Fq,q~(to)
=

--

(A7)

a ~ ( q l q 2 ) + 2 t o _ qt to q2 Fs,4
~,.a
qlq2 ~"~1

a
to
B
+ 2 g ~ [ t o q , (rk_q,.~.q,()+2I"k_qz,
k,q' (to)

-

- 2~ ~ E ( " , .
k¢

(~k-q, ~,)rk_q,,k,q,(to)]

- n,_..)r~:.

(to)

(AS)

where
C (ql q2) = Co (ql q2)[toq,

N q2 q" t o q2 N

q, ],

(A9)

~ ( q l q2) ---- C o ( q l q 2 ) [ t o q , N q t q- toq, N t h ] ,

(Al0)

(~(qlq2) = Co (ql qz)N q,,

(A1D

Co(ql q2) = 1 (6 _q, q; 6 -,t.,6+ 6 _q,q,~6 -q~e'~)

(A12)

with

and F~,q~
BA (to) is obtained from (AS) by interchanging q~ ~-'~q2 because
B.4 (co)
rq,q,

=

,4B (to).
rq,q,

Similarlythe equations of motion for the mixed Green's functions ((A2)) arc
,4B (to)
r ~_q,,k,q ~(to) -- C' (k, qt q2)[toq, rq,q2

+ (to -t- e k - q~ - o *kJ~r~,4
q~q2 (co)],

(AI3)

F ~_q.k,q, tto) = C' (k, qlq2)[toq r~aq2 (co)

+ (to + ~,_q, - ~,)r~q, (co)],

(A14)

where
C' (k, q l q2) = a (nk-q,o - nk~)[ (to + e~_ q, -- e,)2 _ CO~ ] - t,

(A15)
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A
B
are obtained from (A13)and (AI4) respectively by
and F k_q2,k,q
I (co)as well as F k_q2,k,(~l
interchanging ql ~ qz- In writing the above equations of motion we have decoupled
some higher order Green's functions as follows
( ( C~k-q, +q'o Ckq Ag' Bq2, Aq,1 Aq,2 )>o)

(A16)

.~ (~~hq, nk. F qA,sq~ (co)

and neglected some other Green's functions of the type
t
t
(< Ck,_q~,C~.~,Ck_q2
~ Ck¢,. A q, Aq,2 )>,,,,

because these will contribute only in higher orders in the coupling constant g. The latter
approximation is consistent with the dropping of F' and F" terms in the phonon selfenergy. Thus we find that the equations of motion of all the Green's functions are
coupled and hence can be solved for F AAwhich we need. The result is

r

(co) = 2 t { (co _co , + co ,)coq, Nq, + (co + co ,

)

X ~1 (ql q2co) -- 202COCOq,C0q, {Nq, J~ (q2 qlco) + Nq, f4 (qlq2co) }]
x [ ~I (ql q2 co)~2 (qi qzco) -- 4g4coq, co,~2{ f3 (qt q z co)f4 (ql q 2co)

+fa (qzq~co)f4 (qzq~co) } ] - ~,

(A17)

where

~1 (q l q2co) = f (q t q~co) f (qz qt co) - 4co ~ coq~fz (q~ qza~).f: (q~ q~ co),

(AI8)

~2 (q~ q2 co) = (coz -- co#,
z -to~,) [f(q~ q2co) + f(q2q~co)- (co2 _ co2~, - co~)]

- 4 0 ~, co~ [co~ J~ (q~ q z C O ) + COqlf2 (qzq~ co) -- co~, coq~],

(A 19)

f~ (q~ qzco) --- f(q~ q~c°)A (q~q~to) + 2co,h f~ (qlqzco)f2(q~qlco),

(A20)

A (q~ q2co) -- co~lq,
A (q~ q~co) = co~, + g 2 [ X(~,)~(co) + coX(2,)~(co)],

(A22)

f~ (q~qzco) ~ ?cov(~)
-~(2) (ca),
- ,.#,q2.(co)+
_ (co2 _co2#, +co2 ),t#,q,

(A23)

f ( q , qzco) = co2 - ca2~1 - co~~ - 2gZto,h ;((~)q~(co),

(A24)

Z~11½~(co) = ~ (nk-q,~ -- n,(,) (co + ek-~l --th)
**
(co+~k_~ - 0 , ) 2 -co~,
'

(A25)

with

and
x~,

(*~) =

n k_q~ -- nk~

( ~ + ~k-~, - ~)~ -

(A26)

~"

Equation (AIT) gives equation (11) of the text if we put q2
terms independent of g in the numerator.

=

--

ql and keep only those
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Appendix B
In this appendix we give an approximate solution of equation (39). Since we are
interested in the two-phonon mode whose frequency is less than 2coo (i.e., x < 2/r), we
can expand the logarithmic term in (36) in the form
-

~

~

-

2.

(B1)

Using this together with (36) we can write (39) as
(1 - C ) x " - [ B (1 - C ) + D ] x 2 + ( B D - 2,4) = 0,

(B2)

where
A = 432t2o3~ i coth (K ~)- l,
B = 4S In T,

C = Ar3/16,
D

-~- (~)Q 2 _

At~4.

The roots of (B2) are given by
X2

= ~ (1 - c ) - ~ { [ a ( l - c ) + o ] + [B(1 - c ) x (I+4A(I-C)/[B(I

-C)-D]2)~/~}.

o]

(B3)

Since A contains the anharmonic parameter t which is very small (t .~ 1) the square root
in (B3) can be expanded to keep only the first term and then the roots can be written as
(B4a)

x 2 ~ B-2A/[D-B(I-C)],
x 2 ~ D/(I-C)+2A/[D-B(I

-C)].

(B4b)

It can be easily checked that the first root corresponds to the two-phonon mode, the
frequency of which is approximately twice that of the Kohn anomaly phonon and
decreases with increasing t, and the second root corresponds to the original Ramanactive phonon whose frequency increases with increasing t. Because of the expansion of
(BI) we missed the root corresponding to the logarithmic singularity around co = 2coo.
The dependence of the roots on the electron-phonon coupling constant s is also
evident from (B4). The frequency (x 0 of the two-phonon mode, because of its
dominant dependence on B, is expected to increase almost as x/~ whereas the increase
of x2 will be rather small.
Since all the quantities, A, B, C and D depend on temperature it is not easy to see the
temperature dependence of xl and x2 from (B4). However, for high temperatures one
can use coth (K ~ )- 1 ~ K ~ and considering the values of other parameters it can be
shown that the two-phonon mode frequency increases with temperature.
These qualitative features are borne out in the numerical results for the spectral
function presented in figures 1--3.
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